Regulations for the Degree of Master of Studies

In conjunction with the introduction of new general regulations for graduate taught courses, this change removes the content in the regulations for the MSt which duplicates information in the new general regulations.

Effective date: With effect from 1 October 2014

Location of change
Examination Regulations 2013

Detail of change
In Examination Regulations 2013, p. 614, remove text as shown.

7.8 REGULATIONS FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF STUDIES

§5. Duties of the Registrar

1. It shall be the duty of the Registrar (a) to keep a record of the names of those candidates who have been admitted as students for each examination for the Degree of Master of Studies and, where they have been examined, of the results of the examination;

2. (b) to publish at the end of the year the names of those persons in that year, to whom permission to supplicate for the Degree of Master of Studies has been granted, together with a statement of the course which each has pursued.